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Abstract

In 2005, Wen et al. proposed the first provably secure three-party password-based

authenticated key exchange using Weil pairings, and provided their proof in a

modified Bellare-Rogaway model (BR-model). Here, we show an impersonation

attack on Wen et al.’s scheme and point out a main flaw of their model that allows a

man-in-the-middle adversary easily violate the security.
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1. Introduction

To avoid the inconvenience of key management of two-party password-based

authenticated key exchange (two-PAKE) protocols, Wen et al. [1] proposed a provably

secure three-party password-based authenticated key exchange (three-PAKE) protocol,

using Weil pairings. The three-party protocol requires each entity pre-share a

password with a trusted server. Thus, any two entities can mutually authenticate each

other and establish a secure session key through the server’s assistance. They

provided their proof of the protocol in their modified Bellare-Rogaway model [2-4].

Unfortunately, this article will show an impersonation attack on the protocol and point

out the main flaws in their modified model.
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2. Review of Wen et al.’s protocol

Wen et al. proposed their three-PAKE protocol, using the modified Weil pairings

[5]. They provided a security proof of their protocol relative to the Bilinear

Diffie-Hellman problem (which is called the Weil Diffie-Hellman assumption in Wen

et al.’s paper) in their modified model. Here, to clearly and concisely present their

protocol, we introduce the protocol using the general bilinear pairings.

Bilinear pairing: Let 1G be an additive group of prime order q and 2G a cyclic

multiplicative group of the same order q . The discrete logarithm problems (DLP) in

both 1G and 2G are assumed to be hard. Let P be a generator of 1G .

qZH *}1,0{: be one cryptographic hash functions, and G: 1
*}1,0{ G be the

cryptographic one-way hash function that maps a string to a point of 1G [5]. ê :

1G x 1G  2G be a bilinear mapping satisfying the following conditions.

1. Bilinear：Let Zba , and 1, GQP  , abQPeQbPae ),(̂),(̂  .

2. Non-degenerate：There exists 1GP such that 21),(̂ GPPe  .

3. Polynomial-time computable：The mapping function ),(̂ QPe is computable in

polynomial time.

Bilinear Diffie-Hellman Problem (BDHP) for a bilinear pairing ê : 1G x 1G  2G

is defined as follows: Given cPbPaPP ,,, 1G , compute abcPPe ),(̂ , where cba ,,

are random numbers from *
qZ . It is commonly believed that the BDHP problem is

hard.

Wen et al.’s three-party PAKE protocol

Setup: Let ( 1G , 2G , H, G, ê (), E()/D()) be the public system parameters, where

E() denotes an ideal symmetric encryption function and D() denotes the
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corresponding decryption function. IDS/IDA/IDB respectively denotes the identity of

the authentication server S/user A/user B. The server S owns its secret key s and

publicizes its public key sPPS  . The users A and B share passwords APW and

BPW with the server S, respectively.

Execution: To share an authenticated session key, the server S, the users A and B

perform the following steps.“A B: M”denotes that A sends the message M to B.

Step 1. A B: ( aA caPID ,, )

User A selects a random number a, computes aP and ak

)),(̂,,,( aQPeQPaPH SS , where )( SIDGQ  . Then A computes )( Aka PWEc
a



and sends ( aA caPID ,, ) to user B.

Step 2. B S: ( bbBaA cbPIDcaPID ,,,,,, )1

User B randomly selects an integer b, computes bP, )),(̂,,,( bQPeQPbPHk SSb 

and ),(̂ bUaPeK  , where ),( BA IDIDGU  . Then B computes

)( Bkb PWEc
b

 and ),( KIDH Bb  . Finally, B sends ( ,,,, BaA IDcaPID

bbcbP ,, ) to server S.

Step 3. S A: ( abbB bPID  ,,,, )

S computes ak )),(̂,,,( sQaPeQPaPH S and )),(̂,,,( sQbPeQPbPHk Sb  ,

and verifies the equality )(
?

akA cDPW
a

 and )(
?

bkB cDPW
b

 , respectively. If

any one of the verifications fails, S rejects the session; otherwise, S computes

),( aPkH ba  and ),( bPkH ab  , and sends ( abbbP  ,,, ) to user A.

Step 4. A B: ( aa  , )

A computes ),( aUbPeK  and checks the equality of ),(
?

bPkH ab  and

),(
?

KIDH Bb  , respectively. If any one of the verifications fails, A rejects the

1 Wen et al. did not specify the identities of communicating parties in Step 2-4, maybe due to typing
errors. Here, we explicitly add the identities of the entities.
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session. Otherwise, A computes ),( KIDH Aa  and sends ( aa  , ) to B. Upon

receiving the data in Step 4, B verifies the equality ),(
?

aPkH ba  and

),(
?

KIDH Aa  , respectively. If any verification fails, B rejects the session;

otherwise, B accepts and completes the session. The final session key shared between

A and B is ),,,( KUbPaPHSK  .

3. Impersonation attack on Wen et al.’s scheme and flaws of Wen et al.’s model

This section first shows an impersonation attack on Wen et al.’s scheme, and then

point out the main flaw in their model.

3.1 Impersonation attack

Now we demonstrate an adversary, say user E who owns his identity EID and

shares his password EPW with the server S, can easily impersonate B to complete

the protocol and share a session key with A as follows. In the following scenario, the

notation “B(E)”denotes that E impersonate B to send messages. “A
E
 B”denotes

that A sends messages to B, but the messages are intercepted by E.

Step 1. A
E
 B: ( aA caPID ,, )

Like the normal interaction, A sends B the message ( aA caPID ,, ), but this message

is intercepted by E.

Step 2. E S: ( eeEaA cePIDcaPID ,,,,,, )

Adversary E randomly selects an integer e , computes eP ,

)),(̂,,,( eQPeQPePHk SSe  and ),(̂ eUaPeK  , where ),( BA IDIDGU  . Then E

computes )( Eke PWEc
e

 and ),( KIDH Be  . Finally, E sends

( eeEaA cePIDcaPID ,,,,,, ) to server S. Please notice that E uses its own identity
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EID and its password EPW to compute ec such that the server S will later

successfully authenticate E as the identity claims; however, E uses aP, eP, IDA and

IDB to compute the values K and U such that A later will share the same key with E.

Step 3. S
E
 A: ( abeE ePID  ,,,, )

S computes ak )),(̂,,,( sQaPeQPaPH S and )),(̂,,,( sQePeQPePHk Se  ,

and verifies the equality )(
?

akA cDPW
a

 and )(
?

ekE cDPW
e

 , respectively. So,

the server S successfully authenticate A and E. Then S computes ),( aPkH ea 

and ),( ePkH ab  , and sends ( abeE ePID  ,,,, ) to user A, but this message

is intercepted by E.

Step 3’. S(E) A: ( abeB ePID  ,,,, )

After intercepting the message in Step 3, E replaces the identity EID with BID ,

and impersonates S to send the message ( abeB ePID  ,,,, ).

Step 4. A
E
 B: ( aa  , )

A computes ),(̂ aUePeK  and checks the equality of ),(
?

ePkH ab  and

),(
?

KIDH Be  , respectively. Since both the verifications succeed, A wrongly

believes she is communicating with B, and will compute ),( KIDH Aa  and send

( aa  , ) to B. This message is also intercepted by E. Finally, A wrongly believes

she is communicating with B, but A un-intentionally shares the session key

),,,( KUePaPHSK  with E.

Several variants of the attack can be modified from the above scenario. We will

not enumerate all the scenarios, but further point out the main flaw in Wen et al.’s

security model as follows.

3.2 Main flaw of Wen et al.’s model

Wen et al.’s model is based on those of Bellare-Rogaway model and its variants
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[2-4], where the active adversary controls the channels and his capacities are modeled

through several oracle queries- Send, Reveal, Corrupt and Execute (please refer to

[1-4] for the details). The definition of security depends on the notations of

partnership of oracles and in-distinguishability, where the partnership is used in the

definition of security to restrict the adversary’s Reveal and Corrupt queries to oracles

that are not partners of the oracle whose key the adversary is trying to guess. In the

BR95 model [3], partnership is defined using a partner function whose purpose is to

enable a mapping between two oracles that should share a secret key on completion of

the protocol execution. In the BPR2000 model [4], partnership of oracles is defined

using SIDs [7]. Choo et al. [5] had pointed out that the specific partner function

defined in the security proof of 3PKD is flawed. Here, we point out that the partner

function of Wen et al.’s model is also flawed, and it, therefore, invalidates their proof.

Flaws in partnering of Wen et al.’s model: In Wen et al.’s model, two oracles

i
A and  j

B are partnered if the following conditions hold: (1) i
A and

 j
B directly exchange some message flows; (2) i

A and  j
B hold the same

session key SK; (3) no oracles besides holds the session key SK. The condition (1) is

ambiguous, and it even excludes the capturing of several basic attacks. For example,

two communicating entities with a man-in-the-middle adversary do not exchange

messages directly; therefore, the two entities are not partnered in Wen et al.’s model.

So, the adversary can easily send a Reveal query of either one of the two entities to

derive the session key.

4. Conclusions

In this article, we have shown the impersonation attack on Wen et al.’s
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three-PAKE protocol, and have shown a main flaw of their model. The main flaw

allow a man-in-the-middle adversary easily derive the session key and violate the

security.
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